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Brief History

Oxford University Press has a rich history which can be traced back to the
earliest days of printing. The first book was printed in Oxford in 1478.
From the late 1800s OUP began to expand significantly, opening the first
overseas OUP office in New York in 1896. Other international branches
followed, including Canada (1904), Australia (1908), India (1912), South
Africa (1914). It started its journey from 2010 with oxford bibliographies.

Scope and Coverage

Its covers a wide range of subjects including arts and humanities, law,
medicine and health, science and mathematics, and social sciences. Again
each subject area covers many more narrow subjects area. Medicine and

health’ area covers different narrower area like Allied Health Professions,
Anaesthesia, Clinical Neuro-science , Critical Care, Dentistry etc. ‘Arts
and humanities’ area covers different narrower area like Archaeology,
Architecture, Art , Biography, Byzantine Studies, Classical Studies,
Egyptology etc. It includes various resources like book (paperback and
hardback), journals, ebook, series books etc.

Kind of Information

In OUP academic each record provides bibliographic information includes
author, title of the book, edition, ISBN, price. Also other information like
book description, table of contents, author information present. Some
example is given below for clear understanding.
Overview of an entry

Description

Table of content

Special Features
 One can order online mode. Also information about book ordering,
how to track an order is available.
 Contact option, feedback option present for better user service.
 OUP Blog available.
 Latest news regarding new publications and bibliographic details
with cover page are available.
 Links to social networking sites like Facebook, Teitter, Google
plus etc.

ArrangementPattern

Under a particular broad subject narrower subjects are arranged in
alphabetical order. In the following example under the subject ‘Medicine
& Health’ narrower subjects are:
Allied Health Professions
Anaesthesia
Clinical Medicine
Clinical Neuroscience
Critical Care
Dentistry
Emergency Medicine
Family Practice
Forensic Medicine
Hematology

Again under a narrower subject entries are appeared in listed form. Also
one can sort this list by following categories.

Some examples are as follows.
Title Z - A

Price: Low – High

Remarks

Comparable Tools

This is used by academics and teachers around the globe to find and share
their work. Students at all level also rely on the bibliography. OUP
academic catalogue has often played a vital role in redesigning and
reorienting university syllabi based on its valuable books.
 Cambridge Core ( https://www.cambridge.org/core)
 Wiley: New book catalogues
(http://as.wiley.com/WileyCDA/Section/id-292263.html)
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